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FOR A GIVEN N-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR 
OF CONSTANTSC, IDENTIFY A DOMINATING 310 
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OBTAIN A HYPER RECTANGLE DEFINED 320 
BY C AND C" 
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Algorithm GeneratePartitions(e, e', D) 

Initialize: 
Q: Queue of multidimensional constraint vectors 
TR: R-tree 
S, C, c': constraint vectors 

each coordinate ofs is initially set to be 
equal to D and, and s is added to Q 

(1) while Q not empty 
(2) C = headof(Q) 
(3) (r, ?, p, S) = LocateSolution(C) 
(4) if there is no rectangle r" in the R-tree R. 

that contains rectangle r and r not NULL 
(5) Insert (r, p, C, S) to the R-tree TR. 

by storing (r, p, C) in a leaf index entry 
and maintaining a pointer to the set of 
tuple identifiers in the solution S on disk 

(6) CreateFront(Q,r) 
(7) endif 
(8) end-while 

Algorithm LocateSolution(C) . 

Input: constant vector ? = (c1, . . . cn) 
Output: (r, C, p.S) 
(1) (p,S) = MultiKnapsack(C) 
(2) if (S is NULL) return (NULL, NULL, 0, NULL) 
(3) for i = 1 to n 

(4) ç = f; 
(5) (p , S) = MultiKnapsack(c“) 
(6) if(S' is NULL) return (NULL, NULL, 0, NULL) 
(7) if((1 + e)p' > p ) 
(8) while (pº > t) 
(9) ? = c"; p = p'; S = S 
(10) for i = 1 to in 

(11) c = 7 
(12) (p', S) = MultiKnapsack(c) 
(13) end-while 
(14) return (Form Rect(CC), ?., pt, S) 
(15) else 
(16) return (FormRect(c“, ?), C, p, S) 

FIG. 4 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING 
QUERIES UNDER PARAMETRIC AGGREGATION 

CONSTRANTS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001] This application is a divisional of co-pending U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/828,839, filed Apr. 21, 2004, 
which claims benefit of U.S. provisional patent application 
Ser. No. 60/464.256, filed Apr. 21, 2003, each of the above 
referenced applications is herein incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002) 
0003] Embodiments of the present invention generally 
relate to a method for optimizing queries. More specifically, 
the present invention discloses an efficient method for 
providing answers to queries under parametric aggregation 
constraints. 

[0004) 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005] In today’s rapidly changing business landscape, 
corporations increasingly rely on databases to help organize, 
manage and monitor every aspect of their business. Data 
bases are deployed at the core of important business opera 
tions, including Customer Relationship Management, Sup 
ply Chain Management, and Decision Support Systems. The 
increasing complexity of the ways in which businesses use 
databases creates an ongoing demand for sophisticated 
query capabilities. 

1. Field of the Invention 

0006) Novel types of queries seek to enhance the way 
information is utilized, while ensuring that they can be easily 
realized in a relational database environment without the 
need for significant modifications to the underlying rela 
tional engine. However, as the size of databases continues to 
grow, coupled with the desire by users to formulate complex 
queries, traditional methods of responding to queries require 
a tremendous amount of computational cycles. This leads to 
delay and inefficiencies in the use of databases. 
[0007] Therefore, there is a need for a method to effi 
ciently provide answers to complex queries. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008] In one embodiment, the present invention generally 
relates to a method and apparatus for optimizing queries. 
The present invention discloses an efficient method for 
providing answers to queries under parametric aggregation 
constraints. 

0009) More specifically, the present invention discloses a 
method that preprocesses relations and constructs indices to 
efficiently provide answers to queries. e.g., optimization 
under parametric aggregation (OPAC) queries. The answers 
returned by the indices are approximate, not exact, (e.g., 
within an approximation factor) and provide guarantees for 
their accuracy. Moreover, the indices can be tuned easily to 
meet desired accuracy levels, providing a graceful tradeoff 
between answer accuracy and index space. 
0010] For example, a user may submit a query having 
aggregation constraints, where the user is willing to accept 
answers within a selectively defined approximation factor. 
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In doing so, the results can be generated quickly without 
having to solve a multi-attribute knapsack problem from 
scratch for every query having aggregation constraints. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011] So that the manner in which the above recited 
features of the present invention can be understood in detail, 
a more particular description of the invention, briefly sum 
marized above, may be had by reference to embodiments, 
some of which are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is 
to be noted, however, that the appended drawings illustrate 
only typical embodiments of this invention and are therefore 
not to be considered limiting of its scope, for the invention 
may admit to other equally effective embodiments. 
0012) FIG. 1 illustrates an example of an e-Pareto set; 
0013) FIG. 2 illustrates a method of the present invention 
for efficiently providing a result to a query having aggrega 
tion constraints, e.g., an OPAC query; 
0014) FIG. 3 illustrates a method for preprocessing a 
relation R; 
0015] FIG. 4 illustrates the preprocessing method of the 
present invention in pseudo code format; 
[0016) FIG. 5 illustrates the operation of GenerateParti 
tions of the present invention; 
0017] FIG. 6 presents an example of the partitioning 
generated by algorithm GeneratePartitions of the present 
invention; and 
0018] FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of the present 
query optimization method being implemented on a general 
purpose computer. 

0019] To facilitate understanding, identical reference 
numerals have been used, wherever possible, to designate 
identical elements that are common to the figures. 

DETAILLED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0020] In one embodiment, the present invention 
addresses a class of queries that is referred to as OPAC 
(optimization under parametric aggregation constraints) 
queries. Such queries aim to identify sets of database tuples 
that constitute solutions of a large class of optimization 
problems involving the database tuples. To illustrate this 
important class of queries, consider the following simple 
example. 

0021] Consider a large distributor of cables, who main 
tains a database relation R keeping track of the products in 
stock. Cable manufacturers ship their products in units, each 
having a specific weight and length. Assume that relation R 
has attributes uid (a unit identifier), manufacturer, weight, 
length and price, associated with each cable unit. A sample 
relation R is depicted in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Uid Manufacturer Weight Length Price 

1 Optical Co. 30 40 50 
2 Optical Co. 20 50 50 
3 Optics Inc. 30 70 80 
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TABLE 1-continued 

Uid Manufacturer Weight Length Price 

4 Opticom Co. 20 20 10 
5 Optics Inc. 20 20 20 

0022] Commonly, “queries” select cable units by impos 
ing constraints on the total length and total weight of the 
units they are interested in, while optimizing on total price. 
Thus, the desired result is a set of tuples collectively meeting 
the imposed aggregate constraints and satisfying the objec 
tive function. Note that this is considerably different from 
selecting cable units (tuples) based on their individual 
attribute values. 

0023] For example, one query could request the set of 
cable units having the Smallest total price, with total length 
no less than L=90 and total weight no less than W=50. A 
straight-forward solution to this query involves computing 
the total weight and length of each possible subset of cable 
units in R, identifying those that respect the constraints on 
length and weight, and returning the one with the lowest 
price. Clearly, such a brute force evaluation strategy is not 
desirable. In the example of Table 1, the answer set for this 
query would be {uid, uid, uids}, with a total price of 80. 
0024] A different query could seek to maximize the total 
price for a number of cable units requested, of total length 
no more than L=90 and of total weight no more than 
W=50. In this case, the answer set for this query would be 
{uid, uid} or {uid, uids} each with a total price of 100. 
[0025] Finally, observe that L and We are parameters of 
these two OPAC queries, and different users may be inter 
ested in these queries, but with different values specified for 
each of these parameters. 
0026] Instances of OPAC queries are ubiquitous in a 
Variety scenarios, including simple supplier-buyer scenarios 
(as illustrated by the present example), that use relational 
data stores. These queries can be easily generalized to more 
complex scenarios involving Business to Business interac 
tions in an electronic marketplace. Any interaction with a 
database, requesting a set of tuples as an answer, specifying 
constraints over aggregates of attributes values, seeking to 
optimize aggregate functions on some measure attribute in 
the result set, is an instance of an OPAC query. 
0027] OPAC queries have a very natural mathematical 
interpretation. In particular, these queries represent instances 
of optimization problems with multiple constraints, involv 
ing the tuples and attributes of a database relation. Before 
describing the invention in greater detail, a series of math 
ematical definitions are presented below. 

0028) Let R(A1, . . . , As, P) be a relation, with attributes 
A , . . . , An, P. Without loss of generality assume that all 
attributes have the same domain. Denote by S a subset of the 
tuples of R and by SA, 1 sis n and S, the (multiset of) 
values of attribute A, 1 s is n and P in S, respectively. Let 
f. 1 sis in and F denote aggregate functions (e.g., Sum, 
max). The present invention considers atomic aggregation 
constraints of the form f(SA) 0c, where 60 is an arithmetic 
comparison operator (e.g., s, a), and c is a constant, and 
complex aggregation constraints that are boolean combina 
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tions of atomic aggregation constraints. The present inven 
tion refers to them collectively as aggregation constraints, 
denoted by ?. 
[0029] Definition 1: (General OPAC Query Problem): 
Given a relation R(A1, . . . , An, P), a general OPAC query 
Q specifies (i) a parametric aggregation constraint P, (ii) an 
aggregate function F, with optimization objective m (min or 
max), and (iii) a Vector of constants c. It returns a subset S 
of tuples from R as its result, such that (i) =c(S.A. . . . , 
Sx)=TRUE, and (ii) (VS' CR, NPV=c(Sºx, . . . , 
S'Ax)=TRUE)—> (F(S')s F(S)). 
0030] Intuitively, the result of a general OPAC query Q is 
a subset S of tuples of R that satisfy the parametric aggre 
gation constraint M. (with the parameters V instantiated to 
the Vector of constants c), such that its aggregate objective 
function is optimal (i.e., maximal under sm) among all 
subsets of R that satisfy the (instantiated) parametric aggre 
gation constraint. 
0031] It is evident that the result of a general OPAC query 
involves the solution of an optimization problem involving 
a (potentially) complex aggregation constraint on relation R. 
Depending on the specifics of the aggregate functions f, F, 
the nature of the aggregation constraint, and the optimiza 
tion objective, different instances of the OPAC query prob 
lem arise. 

0032] The present invention considers the instance of the 
problem when the aggregate functions f. F return the sum of 
the Values in their input multisets, the aggregation con 
straints are conjunctions of atomic aggregation constraints 
of the form f(SA) s c, and the objective function seeks to 
maximize F(SP). 
0033] This formulation ofan OPAC query gives rise to an 
optimization problem, namely the “multi-attribute knap 
sack” problem. Given this relationship between the specific 
form of the OPAC query and the multi-attribute knapsack 
problem, the present invention will refer to values of the 
function F(S) as the “profit” for the set of tuples S. It is 
known that solving the knapsack problem, even in the 
simple instance involving a constraint on only one attribute 
(e.g., 

KiSSA 1 

and maximize 

is NP-complete. However, this problem is solvable in 
pseudo-polynomial time with dynamic programming. For 
example, the pseudo-polynomial algorithm solving the 
knapsack problem in the single attribute case can serve as a 
basis for a solution of the multi-attribute problem as well. In 
particular, one could generate all solutions for one attribute, 
and pick the solution S that maximizes F(S) among all 
solutions that satisfy the constraints on all attributes. The 
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form of the solution that is reported could vary; for example, 
the solution could be the set of tuple identifiers from R. 
0034] It is evident that every OPAC query Q determines 
an instance of a multi-attribute knapsack problem on relation 
R. Since the relation R can be Very large, in the general case, 
solving the multi-attribute knapsack problem from scratch 
every time an OPAC query is posed is not at all pragmatic. 
Such an approach would be far from being interactive and, 
more importantly, it would be entirely DBMS agnostic, 
missing the opportunity to utilize the underlying DBMS 
infrastructure for query answering. 
0035] In the present invention, the Pareto (or, dominat 
ing) set is the set of optimal solutions that are mutually 
incomparable, because improving one objective would lead 
to a decrease in another. In the present setting, the present 
invention considers a single optimization objective, but the 
present invention allows the user to dynamically specify the 
aggregation constraint parameters. Thus, the present inven 
tion can adapt the Pareto framework to the OPAC query 
problem. 

[0036] Definition 2 (Pareto Set): The Pareto set P for an 
OPAC query defined on a relation R is the set of pairs {(c, 
S)} of all n-dimensional vectors C=(c, . . . , cn) and 
associated solutions S, such that (a) there exists a solution S 
C R with f, (SA)=c. 1 s is n, and (b) there is no other pair ( 
c',S"), such that f, (SA)=c', c', Sc, 1 S is n and F(SP)>F(Sp). 
0037] This approach produces useful solutions where 
they are optimal both in terms of the parameters realizing 
them and the profit obtained. For any element (c,S) of the 
Pareto set, there is no other solution with higher profit 
achieved by parameters at most as large in all dimensions as 
c. Identifying such a set would be very informative as it 
contains valuable information about maximal profits. 
[0038] The concept of Pareto points will be illustrated in 
an example with reference to Table 2 and FIG. 1. Specifi 
cally, given the relation S in Table 2, the Pareto points are the 
round points in FIG. 1. 

TABLE 2 

Relation S a1 a2 Profit 

t1 9 11 1 (OO) 
t2 11 9 1 (OO) 
t3 4 4 20 

0039] For example, (24, 24) is a Pareto point with profit 
220, realized by the entire set of tuples. The vector (13,15) 
with profit 120 is also a Pareto point, the corresponding set 
of tuples being {tt}, because no vector (c.c.) with c s 13 
and cas 15 has profit more than 120. 
0040] The notion of Pareto sets are defined for arbitrary 
classes of constraint problems and functions, not only for the 
multi-attribute knapsack. The constraint problems can be 
discrete and, in most such cases, the Pareto set can have 
exponentially many elements. This happens because linear 
programs can be posed in the Pareto framework, and the 
convex hull of the solution space for linear programs can 
have exponentially many (in the number of objects/vari 
ables) vertices. 
0041] The size of the Pareto set for an instance of the 
multi-attribute knapsack problem can be exponential in the 
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number of tuples, even if the number of attributes is a small 
constant. Consider, for example, the case where there is only 
one attribute, A and a profit attribute P, and tuple i in 
relation R has the form (2', 2). In this case, any Subset of the 
tuples in R defines a unique cost and profit Vector and no 
other set can achieve at least as small a cost and a higher 
profit. Therefore, all the subsets of tuples define dominating 
points. 
0042] To circumvent this problem, one can approximate 
the Pareto set. The F-Pareto set, is a set of “almost” optimal 
solutions defined as: for every optimal solution c, the 
e-Pareto set contains a solution that optimizes each of the 
optimization criteria within a fraction of e (e.g., an approxi 
mation factor or an accuracy factor). It has been shown that 
the e-Pareto set for a multi-objective knapsack problem can 
be computed efficiently and it is polynomial in size. 
[0043] Given a relation R, functions f and F, and e>0, the 
e-Pareto set, P is a set of solutions that almost dominate any 
other solution. 

0044] Definition 3 (e-Pareto set): The e-Pareto set for an 
OPAC query is a set of pairs {(c, S)} of n-dimensional 
Vectors c=(c1, . . . cn) and solutions S, such that, (a) there 
exists a solution S C R with f, (SA) S c, 1 s is n, and (b) 
there is no other pair (c", S'), such that f, (S'A), s c', 1 s is n, 
c's (1+e) c. 1 s is n and F(S'P)>(1+e) F(SP). 
0045] The e-Pareto set is illustrated as an example in FIG. 
1. If e is 0.25, the set of the rectangular points in FIG. 1 is 
an e-Pareto set. For example, point (13,15) is in the e-Pareto 
set because there is no vector with coordinates less than 
1.25* (13,15) that has profit more than 120* 1.25. 
0046] The e-Pareto set is a very useful measure. Assum 
ing that the size of this set is manageable, one could quickly 
generate an e-Pareto set and utilize it for query answering. 
For example, one can show the following theorem: 
[0047] Theorem 1: The size of the e-Pareto set for an 
OPAC query instance defined on a relation R is polynomial 
in | R || (the size of R) and 1/e but may be exponential in the 
number of attributes. 

0048] Proof: Assume that the n attributes of R are inte 
gers. Since f and F are polynomial functions (and more 
specifically sums), the domain of each of these functions 
cannot be more that a* for some constant a>1. One can 
cover the space of [1, a'*'] with a set of geometrically 
increasing intervals with step 1+e. To cover each domain one 
need 

intervals (for some polynomial p). Taking the Cartesian 
product one can get a total of 

hyper-rectangles. Clearly, taking one solution from the inte 
rior of each hyper-rectangle (if such a solution exists) results 
in an e-Pareto set. 
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0049] The present invention will provide the description 
of a technique suitable for efficiently answering OPAC 
queries over a database. In brief, the present method will 
provide an approximate solution but it will provide guaran 
tees for an acceptable level of accuracy, which will expose 
useful tradeoffs that will be discussed below. 

[0050] FIG. 2 illustrates a method 200 of the present 
invention for efficiently providing a result to a query having 
aggregation constraints, e.g., an OPAC query. The method 
starts in step 205 and proceeds to step 210 where a prepro 
cessing step is performed. Specifically, given a relation R 
(e.g., a database having a plurality of attributes or fields), the 
relation R is preprocessed to construct an index. In one 
embodiment, this step involves evaluating solutions to a 
multi-attribute knapsack problem on R, for only a select 
number of vectors of constants. A detailed description in the 
construction of the index is further provided below. 
0051] In step 220, a query having aggregation constraints 

is received by method 200. For example, the query can be an 
OPAC query. 
[0052] In step 230, method 200 applies the index in 
response to the query having aggregation constraints to 
quickly provides an exact answer or an answer that is 
“guaranteed accurate” as suitably defined below. Method 
200 ends in step 235. 
0053] In one embodiment, the present method is to pre 
process relation R, constructing index structures enabling 
efficient answers to arbitrary OPAC queries. For a query Q, 
the present invention is intended to provide either the exact 
answer, or an answer that is “guaranteed accurate”, for 
suitably defined notions of accuracy. Moreover, the present 
construction will expose a tradeoff between accuracy and 
space, thereby providing the flexibility to fine tune the 
accuracy of the answers. The present invention quantifies the 
accuracy of answers to an OPAC query below 
0054] Definition 4 (e, e'-Accurate Answers): Let Q be an 
OPAC query specifying a Vector of constants c=(c, . . . , cn), 
having an answer S with profit P. For any e, e'>0, an e, 
e'-Accurate answer to Q, is a Vector c'=(c", . . . , cn) and an 
answer set S', such that V, 1 s is n, c's (1+e)c, and Pº 
(1+e")>P, where P" is the profit of an OPAC query specifying 
vector c" of constants. 

0055] Assume that Q is a query specifying a vector c of 
constants and that the answer to Q is a set S C R with 
maximum profit P. An e, e'-accurate answer to Q is an 
answer set S' that is either the exact answer set S or it is an 
answer set corresponding to a query Q'. Query Q' specifies 
a Vector of constants having values in each dimension less 
than or equal to 1+e of the corresponding values specified by 
Q. Moreover, the profit of Q' is strictly higher than a fraction 
of 1+e' of P. In the definition, without loss of generality, the 
present invention assumes the same e fraction is used for all 
constant values. Different values for E can be used for each 
of the values, if this is desirable, e being defined as a vector 
in this case. In fact, the present invention does specify a 
different approximation factor, e", for the profit, to differen 
tiate between the aggregate functions f and F. 
0056] As discussed in FIG. 2, the present invention 
preprocesses relation R, by constructing an index providing 
e, e"-accurate answers to OPAC queries. In one embodiment, 
the preprocessing will consist of solving the multi-attribute 
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knapsack problem exactly, for a select subset of the candi 
date query space of all possible OPAC queries. The present 
invention will then utilize these solutions towards providing 
e, e'-accurate answers to any candidate OPAC query on R. 
0057] This gives rise to the main problem addressed by 
the present invention. Given a relation R, an OPAC query 
without the Vector of constants id and e, e', preprocess R 
constructing an index being able to efficiently provide e, 
e'-accurate answers to any OPAC query on R that provides 
the parameters (values) to the constant Vector ið. 
0058] Consider the example of FIG. 1 again. Assume 
e=e'=0.25. Assume that the query (10,18) is given, that is, 
find a set of objects that satisfy these conditions and maxi 
mize the Profit. The set {{t} is an e, e"-accurate answer 
because it satisfies the constraints, and there is no other set 
that has higher profit even if the present invention relaxes the 
constraints by e. 
[0059] If the query was (10,10), the set {t} is again an e, 
e'-accurate answer. Although the set does not satisfy the 
query constraints, it satisfies the relaxed constraints ((9, 
11) s 1.25*(10, 10)), and has the highest profit among all 
solutions that satisfy these constraints. 
[0060) FIG. 3 illustrates a method 300 for preprocessing a 
relation R. Specifically, for a relation R(A1, . . . An, P), 
assume that the range of the X function applied on elements 
of each attribute A has range [O . . . D). Any candidate query 
Q specifies an n-dimensional vector of constants ce[0 . . . 
D". The present invention will preprocess the space 0 . . . 
D" of all vectors of constants that can be specified by a 
possible query, creating a number of partitions that aim to 
cover the space of all possible queries. The partitions will be 
constructed in a way such that, for all possible queries inside 
a partition, one can reason collectively about the properties 
and values of function F. Moreover, it will allow the present 
invention to derive an e, e'-accurate answer for any query 
falling inside a partition. 
[0061] Method 300 starts in step 305 and proceeds to step 
310. In step 310, given a n-dimensional vector of constants 
c, method 300 identifies a dominating vector of constants c'. 
Specifically, the property between n-dimensional vectors of 
constants are defined below. 

0062] Let c=(c1, . . . , cn), c'=(c", . . . , c') be two 
n-dimensional Vectors of constants. It is defined that c is 
dominated by c", (c<<c') if cis c', 1 sis n. 
0063] The following observation is then made. Let Q, Q'' 
be two queries on R, specifying Vectors of constants c, c', 
having result sets S, S' respectively. If c<<c" then 

0064] Thus, if a vector of constants c is dominated by a 
Vector c", the profit one can achieve for c is less than or equal 
to the profit one can achieve using the Vector c'. A conse 
quence of the above observation is the following: Consider 
a sequence of queries, with Vectors of constants, e<<e . . 
. <<en. Observing the evolution of the values of F in each 
answer obtained starting from cnnmoving towards c, func 
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tion F is monotonically non-increasing. The present tech 
nique will trace the evolution of function F along such 
sequences of dominated vectors. In order to be able to 
provide e, e'-accurate answers, one has to identify vectors of 
constants that cause the Value of function F to change by an 
e' fraction. At the same time, the coordinates of such Vectors 
have to be related by e as required by e, e"-accurate answers. 
[0065] Let [0 . . . D]" be the domain of all possible vectors 
of constants and consider one of these vectors, ce[0 . . . D". 
Let S, be the solution to the query with vector of constants 
c and F(S) be the associated profit. The present invention 
will aim to identify the vector of constants cº by manipu 
lating the coordinates of Vector c by fractions of 1+e, such 
that (a) c'<<c, (b) (1+e") F(S)>F(S), where S, the solution 
to the OPAC query with vector of constants cº and (c) vector 
c' is minimal. 

[0066] Returning to FIG. 3, method 300 in step 320 
obtains a hyper rectangle or partition defined by Vectors c 
and c'. By definition, any query with vector of constants 
inside the hyper rectangle has cº as an e, e"-answer. 
[0067] In step 330, method 300 then inserts the hyper 
rectangle into a multidimensional data structure, e.g., an 
R-tree. Method 300 then proceeds to step 340. 
0068] In step 340, method queries whether additional 
vectors are to be generated. In other words, whether addition 
partitions are needed to cover the space of all possible 
queries. If the query is negatively answered, then method 
300 ends in step 345. If the query is positively answered, 
then method 300 returns to step 310, where the process is 
repeated to generate additional partitions to cover the space 
of all possible queries. 

[0069] FIG. 4 illustrates the preprocessing method 300 in 
pseudo code format. Given the domain of possible vectors of 
constants 0 . . . D", it starts exploring the space by 
considering the Vector corresponding to the upper right 
corner of the space. This is a vector c that dominates all other 
Vectors and consequently according to the observation made 
above, corresponds to an OPAC query having the maximum 
profit. This vector is inserted to a queue and the algorithm 
iterates while the queue is not empty. For each vector c in the 
queue, the algorithm aims to construct an e, e"-accurate 
answer for it (and subsequently for each Vector dominated 
by c). The algorithm invokes function LocateSolutions with 
parameter c (line (3) in Algorithm GeneratePartitions). This 
function returns a hyper rectangle r corresponding to a 
region of space of 0 . . . D", a solution S, a vector C and 
a profit p. The semantics associated with this result is that S 
is the solution to a query specifying Vector of constants C 
having profit p and forms an e, e"-accurate answer for each 
Vector of constants inside r. The hyper rectangle is inserted 
in a multidimensional data structure, such as an R-tree, 
along with the associated profit, vector C and solution S. 
Along with the leaf index entry for r, the profit p and vector 
C are stored as well as a pointer, pointing to the solution (set 
of tuple identifiers) S on disk. Consequently, the index acts 
as a secondary structure pointing to e, e'-accurate answers on 
disk. Finally, (in line 6) function “GeneratePartitions” gen 
erates a set of in Vectors of constants. This set is constructed 
in a way such that that no Vector in Vec dominates another; 
namely Acº, c"eVec, c'<?Kc". This set of vectors is constructed 
by calling function “CreateFront”, which accepts as param 
eters the coordinates of the newly formed hyper rectangle r 
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and the queue ð. Given a hyper-rectangle r with lower left 
corner c'=(c', . . . , c'n), and upper right corner C=(c. . . . cn), 
CreateFront creates a set of in vectors that together dominate 
the entire space dominated by c, excluding the space 
spanned by r. This is the set of Vectors c=(c, . . . cc", 
c, . . . cn), 1 s is n. Each one of these Vectors is inserted 
in the queue Q, unless it is already in the queue. 
0070] Function “LocateSolution” accepts as a parameter 
a vector c and identifies a hyper rectangle r C0 . . . D". Let 
r correspond to a hyper rectangle defined by Vectors (c', c) 
(where cº the lower left and c the upper right corners); c is 
the vector provided to LocateSolution at input and cºa vector 
corresponding to a query having a profit no less than an I+e' 
fraction of the profit of the query specifying vector of 
constants c. Given a specific c, the search for a cº with the 
aforementioned properties is performed in function Locate 
Solution. Initially (line (1)) function MultiKnapsack 
(employing any pseudo polynomial algorithm for solving 
the multi attribute Knapsack problem) is called to determine 
a solution S (set of tuples) and the profit p to the query with 
vector of constants c. Then, the vector c" is formed by 
decreasing each coordinate of c by an I+e fraction and 
function MultiKnapsack is called again, this time with 
vector c", to determine the solution Sº with profit p', to a 
query with constant Vector c'. Two cases of may interest 
31S, 

[0071] First, if the profit p" of the query with vector c" is 
larger than an 1+e' fraction of the profit of the query with 
Vector c, then algorithm LocateSolutions attempts to mini 
mize Vector cº by successively reducing its coordinates by a 
I+e fraction, updating the solution S' and profit p' attainable 
(lines (5)-(12)). If it succeeds, the algorithm forms a hyper 
rectangle using the minimal Vector c' and c, returning it 
along with vector c", the profit p' and solution S" (line (14)) 
of C". 

0072] Second, if, on the other hand, the profit of the query 
with vector cº is smaller than an 1+e' fraction of the profit of 
the query with vector c, then algorithm LocateSolutions 
does not attempt to reduce vector cº further; it forms a hyper 
rectangle consisting of the (c', c) returning it along with the 
associated profit p vector c and solution S of c (line (16)). 
0073] Function MultiKnapsack with parameter c is guar 
anteed to return a non empty solution, if a solution that 
satisfies the constraints exists. The Function will return a 
null solution if there is no subset of relation R satisfying the 
constraints imposed by vector c. To formalize this notion the 
present invention defines the feasible region of relation R 
below. 

0074] (Feasible Region): Let R(A1, . . . An, P) be a 
relation with tuples (A . . . An). Assume that the X function 
applied on elements of each attribute A and P has range 
0 . . . D) as well. The feasible region of R is the set of all 
Vectors c dominated by Vector (D, . . . , D), that dominate at 
least one tuple of R. 
0075] Algorithm GeneratePartitions progressively 
reduces the values in each dimension of vectors from the 
queue and eventually vectors generated by CreateFront will 
be outside the feasible region. As soon as a vector falls 
outside the feasible region of R, function MultiKnapsack 
returns null and progressively the number of elements in the 
queue decreases. The following example illustrates the 
operation of the algorithm. 
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[0076) FIG. 5 illustrates an operation of GenerateParti 
tions of the present invention. Consider the relation in FIG. 
5. There are only two tuples, t, and t2, and the range of the 
XE function on both attributes is 0,15). Assume that e=e'= 
0.25. 

[0077] The algorithm starts at (15,15) and finds that the 
solution at vector (15,15) is {tt} with Profit 200. The next 
vector that is investigated by LocateSolution is 1/1.25(15, 
15)=(12,12). The best solution at (12, 12) is either {t}, or 
{t}, both with Profit 100. Since 100* 1.25<200, the algo 
rithm does not extend this rectangle further. It adds the 
rectangle 520 R =(15,15), (12,12)] in the R-tree, and asso 
ciates with this rectangle the solution at the top corner, 
namely {t, t2}, with Profit 200. 
0078] CreateFront then adds the following 2 points in the 
queue: (15,12) and (12,15). At this point, the top of the 
queue is (15,12). LocateSolution finds that a solution for this 
point is either {t} or {t}, both with Profit 100. The 
algorithm finds the bottom corner which is 1/1.25 (15,12)= 
(12,10) (rounding up the numbers to simplify the example) 
which still has a solution with profit 100, so it extends this 
to 1/1.25 (12,10)=(10,8) which still has the same solution 
({t}), and then to (8, 7), which does not have any feasible 
solution. So at this point it backs up, and adds the rectangle 
530 R2=[(15,12), (10,8)] with solution {t} and Profit 100 to 
the R-tree. CreateFront then adds the points (15,8) and 
(10, 12) to the queue. Similarly, considering vector (12,15) 
leads to the insertion of rectangle 540 R3 in the R-tree, and 
vector (15, 8) leads to the insertion of rectangle 550 R4. The 
next vector at the top of the queue is (10,12), which is 
contained in rectangle R3. So no new rectangle is created, 
but the vectors (10,10) and (8,12) are inserted in the queue 
by CreateFront. The operation of the algorithm for this 
example is illustrated in FIG. 5, where FIG. 6 presents an 
example of the partitioning generated by algorithm Gener 
atePartitions. 

0079] The outcome of algorithm GeneratePartitions, is a 
multi-dimensional index (e.g., an R-tree), providing access 
to a collection of hyper rectangles. For a query Q specifying 
a Vector of constants c, the present invention obtains an e, 
e'-accurate answer. 

0080] Specifically, the present invention use c and search 
the multidimensional index seeking hyper rectangles con 
taining c and let Ans be the set of hyper rectangles identified. 
Each of these hyper rectangles obtained from the leaves of 
the index, has a profit and a Vector associated with it and 
points to a set of tuple identifiers on disk. Any of these 
solutions is an e, e' answer and returning the Vector, profit, 
and set of tuple identifiers associated with any hyper rect 
angle in Ans, suffices. In the case Ans is empty, then there 
is no feasible answer to Q in relation R and thus there is no 
possible e, e"-accurate answer. 
0081] Consider again the example of FIG. 5. Assume one 

is given query (14, 14). This query Vector falls in rectangle 
R1(15,15), (12,12)]. This query can be answered with the 
solution {t, t2}, which is associated with R1, and which has 
Profit 200. This is an e, e"-accurate answer. From the 
definition of the e, e"-accurate answer; the present invention 
has to return a solution which satisfies constraints c'<(1+e) 
c, and profit P"(1+e")>P. For the constraint vector (14,14), the 
best solution is either {t} or {t}, with profit 100. Since 
15s (1+e)14=1.25* 14, the solution {tt} satisfies the 
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relaxed constraints, and, since 200* 1.25> 100, the profit 
constraint is satisfied as well. Intuitively what happens is 
that, the present invention does not give an exact answer; but 
the present invention provides an answer that is at least as 
good (and may in fact be much better) if the user is willing 
to relax the constraints by a factor of e. 
0082] Let’s assume a query (14, 9). This vector falls in 
rectangle R2. The solution that is returned is the one 
associated with rectangle r2: {t}, with Profit 100. In this 
case, c'<1.25 c, and P"=P, so this is a e, e'-accurate answer 
as well. 

0083) It should be noted that the present method guaran 
tees that every feasible member of the space of all possible 
constant Vectors will be contained in at least one hyper 
rectangle. The algorithm will cover the space of candidate 
query Vectors using hyper rectangles. 
0084] In particular: Let c be the constant vector associ 
ated with an OPAC query Q. Assume there exists a subset of 
tuples that satisfy the constraints c. Then algorithm Gener 
atePartitions, creates at least one hyper rectangle containing 
vector c. 

[0085] The fact that the GeneratePartitions method covers 
the entire feasible space can be demonstrated. The first 
vector dominates the entire space. Each iteration of the 
algorithm takes a Vector from the queue, uses this Vector to 
form the upper right corner of a new hyper rectangle, and 
adds a new set of Vectors in the queue that together dominate 
the space that the original Vector dominated with the excep 
tion of the space of the hyper-rectangle. Since the algorithm 
terminates when no Vectors are in the queue, it follows that 
the entire feasible space is covered by hyper rectangles. 
0086] The following result demonstrates that the answer 
to any OPAC query, Q, specifying a Vector of constants c, 
obtained from the index, is an e, e'-accurate answer. 
0087] Theorem: Specifically, Let Q be a query specifying 
Vector c as a constant Vector. Let ir be a hyper rectangle 
containing c, generated by algorithm GeneratePartitions. 
The answer to Q returned from the index, consisting of a 
Vector; a set of tuples, and a profit is an e, e'-accurate answer. 
0088] The above theorem can be demonstrated. Let p2 be 
the profit of the lower left corner vector c2, and p be the 
profit of the upper right corner Vector c of multidimensional 
rectangle r. Assume a Vector c located inside r. 
0089] If p2(1+e")=2p, then the lower left corner is an e, 
e'-accurate answer: since c2 is dominated by c, the optimal 
profit for c is at most p, and therefore at most an 1+e' 
fraction higher than p2. In this case algorithm GeneratePar 
titions stores in the index entry, along with r, a Vector with 
coordinates equal to c2 and a profit p2 and thus the answer 
returned is an e, e"-accurate answer. 

0090) If on the other hand p2(1+e')<p, then the profit of 
the lower left corner may be more than a fraction of 1+e' 
smaller than the profit of the query. However, by the 
construction of the algorithm GeneratePartitions this can 
only happen ifall the values of the vector care within an 1+e 
fraction of the values of the upper right vector c. In this 
case, ci provides an e, e'-accurate answer since it gives a 
much better profit with just an e relaxation of the constraints. 
Algorithm GeneratePartitions will associate the vector c 
and its profit with the index entry, along with r. 
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0091] Restricting the present invention to monotone 
classes of aggregation functions, one can improve the com 
putational aspects related to the construction of an e-Pareto 
set. The following theorem shows that the total number of 
hyper-rectangles represented in the index is polynomial. 

[0092] Theorem: The number of vectors that create new 
multidimensional rectangles at any step of the execution of 
algorithm GeneratePartitions, is polynomial to 1/e. 

0093] The above theorem can be demonstrated. Assume 
that the range of the X function applied on the A; attribute 
values of a non-empty subset of the tuples is 1 . . . D) for 
each i. Here it is assumed that the attributes have non Zero 
values; to deal with Zero values that have to be added to the 
interval from Zero to the Smallest non Zero value as one 
additional interval in the partition. 
0094] Then the present invention can partition the range 
in 

intervals (for 0<e<1), geometrically increasing with step 
1+e. Taking the Cartesian product of the n attributes, the 
present invention creates 

o(P)) 

In dimensional points. Note that, by the construction of the 
algorithm, every Vector inserted in the queue corresponds to 
one of these points. It follows that the number of hyper 
rectangles in the index is polynomial to 1/e and to the size 
of the range of the X function applied on the attribute values, 
and is exponential to the number of the attributes. 

[0095] FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of the present 
query optimization method being implemented on a general 
purpose computer 700 or any other hardware equivalents. 
Specifically, the system can be employed to efficiently 
provide results in response to a query having aggregation 
constraints. In one embodiment, the system deploys a query 
optimization module 740 that executes various methods or 
algorithms as disclosed above relating to query optimiza 
tion. 

[0096] Thus, system 700 comprises a processor (CPU) 
710, a memory 720, e.g., random access memory (RAM) 
and/or read only memory (ROM), the query optimization 
module 740, and various input/output devices 730, (e.g., 
storage devices, including but not limited to, a tape drive, a 
floppy drive, a hard disk drive or a compact disk drive, a 
receiver, a transmitter, a speaker, a display, a clock, an output 
port, a user input device (such as a keyboard, a keypad, a 
mouse, and the like, or a microphone for capturing speech 
commands). 
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I0097] It should be understood that the query optimization 
module 740 can be implemented as one or more physical 
devices that are coupled to the CPU 710 through a commu 
nication channel. Alternatively, the query optimization mod 
ule 740 can be represented by one or more software appli 
cations (or even a combination of software and hardware, 
e.g., using application specific integrated circuits (ASIC)), 
where the software is loaded from a storage medium, (e.g., 
a magnetic or optical drive or diskette) and operated by the 
CPU in the memory 720 of the computer. As such, the query 
optimization module 740 (including associated data struc 
tures) of the present invention can be stored on a computer 
readable medium, e.g., RAM memory, magnetic or optical 
drive or diskette and the like. 

0098) While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of 
the present invention, other and further embodiments of the 
invention may be devised without departing from the basic 
scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined by the 
claims that follow. 

1. A method for generating an index for use with query 
having aggregation constraints, comprising: 

identifying a dominating Vector of constants, c'' for a given 
n-dimensional Vector of constants c; 

obtaining a first partition defined by said Vector c and said 
vector c'; and 

inserting said first partition into a multidimensional data 
StrUCtUre. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising 
excluding said first partition; and 
wherein said steps are iteratively repeated until an entire 

feasible space dominated by said Vector of constants c 
has been partitioned. 

3. An apparatus for generating an index for use with query 
having aggregation constraints, comprising: 
means for identifying a dominating Vector of constants, cº 

for a given n-dimensional Vector of constants c; 
means for obtaining a first partition defined by said Vector 

c and said vector c'; and 
means for inserting said first partition into a multidimen 

sional data structure. 
4. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon a 

plurality of instructions, the plurality of instructions includ 
ing instructions which, when executed by a processor, cause 
the processor to perform the steps comprising of: 

identifying a dominating Vector of constants, c'' for a given 
n-dimensional Vector of constants c; 

obtaining a first partition defined by said vector c and said 
vector cº'; and 

inserting said first partition into a multidimensional data 
StrUCtUre. 


